Both the Australian Brangus Cattle Association and ABRI may bill charges for participation in BRANGUS BREEDPLAN

Fees Billed by the Australian Brangus Cattle Association

- Annual BREEDPLAN Membership: $147.00
- Processing Fee Per Calf \(^A\): $6.80

Fees Billed by BRANGUS BREEDPLAN at ABRI

- Extra BREEDPLAN Manual on CD: $4.50 *
- Printed Copy of BREEDPLAN Manual: $40.00 *
- Extra Copies of the GROUP BREEDPLAN Herd Report (per extra copy of paper report): $40.00 *

\(^A\) Processing fee covers submission of 200, 400, 600 day weights, historic data, scanning measures, mature cow weights, and "other trait" measures (eg structural scores, docility scores, flight time). No charge is made for processing calves that died or did not proceed to the submission of a 200-day weight record.

* For Australian clients GST of 10% will be added to the above charges as a separate item on a Tax Invoice

For further information please contact staff at BRANGUS BREEDPLAN